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      I’m alone in the clear dark night.  The stars are out in abundance and I feel suspended in time.  It 
may be the end of the day, but it has an air of newness to it.  “The darkest night is often the bridge to 
the brightest tomorrow” (Jonathan Lockwood Huia) and so starts the New Year of 2019. May it be a 
year of great promise and a wealth of experiences.  C.S. Lewis points out, “there are far better things 
ahead than any we leave behind.”                                                                                              Cathy Wright 

NEW BEGINNINGS 
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK 
 

   Another new year…and a chance for a new 
beginning…and for those who choose, to make 
New Year’s resolutions.   History states that the  
practice of making New Year’s resolutions    
began about 4000 years ago when the          
Babylonians were the first to celebrate the New 
Year (which started in March) and to make           
resolutions.  They made promises to gods, and 
if they kept their word, the gods would grant 
them favors.  If they failed to keep their      
promises they would be out of their god’s good 
graces. 
   Today, people make resolutions mostly for 
health reasons or self-improvement.  Research 
shows that it helps to stick to your resolutions if 
you tell another person about them, so if you 
made any resolutions, share them with your 
friends.   
   Since this is the first issue of Woodlands     
Reflections this year, my hope is that  more   
residents get the “writing bug” and contribute 
to make this another very successful edition.  I 
know of at least one new resident who loves to 
write poetry, and I know that he plans on 
sharing his poetry in this edition. 
    Perhaps, “A New Beginning” could mean 
picking up pen and paper and starting a new 
tradition of writing and sharing your life       
stories. 
   Personally, I am not making any resolutions 
this year, but to those of you who did, I wish 
you the best of luck.  Wishing you all a very 
happy and healthy New Year! 

Gale Martin (Continued on page 3) 

OUR STORIES 

“Every day is a fresh beginning.  Every morn is the world made new.”  Sarah Chauncey Woolsey 

MY GRANDMOTHER’S 
GOLD HEIRLOOM WATCH 

 
   I was born on July 23, 1930 in Davenport, 
Iowa – a big city next to the Mississippi River.  
My mother said it was a hot, muggy summer 
and that I was a fussy baby.  She told me that 
she and my father did not get any sleep for the 
first six weeks after they brought me home.  
Then her doctor told her about a new formula 
to feed me, and they finally slept through the 
night. 
   My earliest memories are of Norfolk, 
Nebraska, a small town on the Elkhorn River 
out on the Great Plains in the middle of the 
nation.   When I was older, I asked my mother 
why we moved so often and she explained 
about the Great Depression and so my father, 
who was in advertising, was always on the 
lookout for a better paying and more secure job.  
One of my memories of Norfolk was standing 
in our backyard debating with the little girl 
next door whether Shirley Temple or Jane 
Withers was the better actress.  I can’t 
remember what we decided. 
   My mother was a McGuire whose ancestors 
came from County Fermanagh in Ireland.  She 
was the first child of five born to Wade Richard 
McGuire and Rose McGraw McGuire.  The next 
three boys were: Harold, Howard, Lawrence 
(Larry) and then one more girl, Genevive 
(“Gen”) who was a good aunt.  As the oldest 
girl, my mother must have helped her mother, a 
hard working farm wife, care for all four of the 
younger children, which is probably why she 
was such a good mother to me. 
   My Mother’s brother, Larry, was a good 
mechanic who found a good job working in an 



 

(Continued from page 2) 
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“Forgiveness says you are given another chance to make a new beginning.”  Desmond Tutu 

OUR STORIES 

automobile repair garage.  When my Uncle Larry came to visit us he always brought me a shiny, 
new silver dollar (he collected them) and his wife, Aunt Agnes, and his dog.  I can’t remember what 
breed that dog was, but it had a beautiful coat, probably a golden retriever.  That dog and I became 
friends as soon as we met. 
   My grandmother McGuire’s home in Rock Rapids, Iowa was always the center for family 
reunions.  She wore a beautiful gold watch on a chain on top of her “dress up” clothes.  I found a lot 
of things I liked in her home, especially a beautiful pitcher she always referred to as her “coco” 
pitcher.  I hoped she would give it to me someday .  I was her first grandchild and every July she 
would bake an angel food cake with chocolate frosting and mail it to my mother in a big, square box 
tied shut with string.  (This was before UPS started processing boxes with high-speed machines.)  
Inside the box, the cake was covered with waxed paper and any space left in the box was filled with 
popcorn. (This was before bubble wrap.) 
   One year, my grandmother must have called her daughter, my mother, to tell her she would have 
to bake my birthday cake that year.  My mother did bake me a birthday cake and had just finished 
frosting it when I, about six years old, came into the kitchen.  My mother had baked the cake on a 
very hot July day. She was drinking a glass of cold water while leaning back against the sink and 
admiring her cake, which was sitting on the kitchen table.  My mother asked me, “Well, what do 
you think?”  I said, “It’s not as high as grandma’s.”  (This probably explains why I went into the 
Army rather than becoming a diplomat.)  My mother threw the little bit of water which was left in 
her glass at me.  That cake turned out to be as good as the ones my grandmother baked and I told 
my mother that. 
   When World War II started, my Uncle Larry went to California where high wages were being paid 
to workers producing the airplanes, tanks and artillery pieces for our armed forces.  Aunt Agnes 
“disappeared” about then. They must have been divorced.  I remember my mother saying she 
owned a house in South Dakota because Larry had put it in her name to prevent Agnes from selling 
it and keeping the proceeds. 
   After a few years, we moved to Florida for my father’s health. After he died, my mother moved to 
Colorado to be near me.  Larry married a new wife, Marie, who had a teen-aged daughter from her 
first marriage.  That daughter went to one of her school’s proms with her boyfriend driving.  On the 
way home, he tried to beat a train to a road and railway crossing and the two teenagers were both 
killed in the crash. 
   A few years later I took my mother to visit her sister in Alton, Iowa.  I suggested that we visit 
Larry since we were so close to where he lived in South Dakota.  My mother was concerned that 
Marie would be opposed to our visit, but I told her she could just tell them we are coming and that 
we would stay in the motel my AAA guidebook recommended.  My mother called and Marie 
accepted our plans to stay in a motel but insisted that we come to their house for all our meals.  She 
served us a nice dinner the day we arrived and asked what time we wanted breakfast.  As we were 
saying “goodbye” at their front door, Marie said, “Larry, isn’t there something you wanted to give 

(Continued on page 4) 
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“The beginning is the most important  part of the work.”  Plato 

A RIDE ON THE  
MERRY-GO-ROUND 

 

   Have you ever taken a ride on a merry-go-
round?  In 2016, while trying to decide on my 
future home, I took too many rides.  Should I 
stay alone on my forested land overlooking 
Parker Pond?  Should I find a safer place to 
live where help was nearby?  My, how the 
merry-go-round went around!  Finally, in 2017 
I chose, with reservations, safety.  Then, in the 
fall, I found myself in the back seat of my car 
being driven from the Northeast Kingdom to 
Stowe, leaving behind the lake, the woods, the 
deer and the turkeys.  It was the low point on 
my merry-go-round!  Fortunately, Copley 
Woodlands took over with great management, 
friendly voices and an attractive range of 
activities.  The merry-go-round still comes 
visiting from time to time, but it doesn’t stay 
long, and I have learned how to shorten its 
visits.  A verse from Robert Frost summarizes 
this experience very well:  “Two roads 
diverged in a yellow wood, and I took the one 
less traveled by, and it has made all the 
difference.”                                          Betty LeRoy 

(Continued from page 3) 

OUR STORIES 

Bess before she leaves?”  Larry said “Oh yes!  I’ll 
be right back!”  He returned a few minutes later 
and told my mother, “Hold out your hand.”  It 
was easy to see what he put in her hand – their 
mother’s gold watch and gold chain!  What 
followed was a touching scene.  Those two old 
people, a brother and a sister saying “goodbye” 
when all of us knew it would be the last time 
they would ever see each other.  My mother 
started to cry, Larry started to cry and then I 
started to cry.  I said, “It’s a long way to 
Colorado, and we need to leave now to get 
home before dark.”  My mother thanked Marie 
for all the good meals she had cooked for us.  I 
wrote a “thank you” letter to Larry and Marie 
after we got home. 
   I bought one of those little glass domes with a 
hook inside to hold my grandmother’s watch 
and it was always placed at eye level on my 
living room bookshelf.  Whenever we moved, I 
hand carried that watch in a box full of bubble 
wrap.  After a few decades of appreciating the 
family heirloom, I decided to pass it on to my 
cousin Joan Brown, who had the same 
grandmother.  I packed it carefully with lots of 
bubble wrap and sent it to Joan by Registered 
Mail and had it insured.  It is now in the good 
hands of the daughter of my mother’s brother 
Harold McGuire.                                Tom McKenna 

 

 

Tom’s Grandmother’s 

Gold Heirloom Watch 
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“Beginnings are usually scary and endings are usually sad, 

But it’s everything in between that makes it all worth while”    Anonymous 

 OUR STORIES 

NEW BEGINNINGS . . . 
 

   Some of you know that I am in recovery from alcoholism.  I drank for many, many years.  
Drinking became a way of life.  I was afraid to stop, despite the consequences, as I couldn’t imagine 
how I would get through a day without alcohol.  Finally, though, I realized that this was going to be 
my life, for however long that might be, and I couldn’t bear that as a vision for my future.  So I 
decided (with the help of my Mom & my sisters (Daddy had already passed on)) that I needed a 
new start, a New Beginning . . .  
   It has been seven years now since I had my last drink and what was key, especially early on, was 
to do things differently.  What I learned was that by changing my habits, my routines, I felt 
different, I changed “my world.”  Today, I find that by shifting things, even just a little bit, I can start 
my day over, so to speak.  What may have started as a great day becomes discolored by some dour 
news, for instance, and so perhaps, I might call someone with whom I haven’t spoken in a while or 
take a walk down a different wing here at Copley Woodlands and discover the art collection of one 
of my fellow residents, and before I know it, that spark of the new day has returned. 
   Sometimes, too, I get into a rut so to speak . . . life seems boring, perhaps? The same old thing, 
blah, blah, blah . . . Below I’ve listed some ways I’ve discovered to “spice it up”, to get a new look on 
life.  Perhaps this list might come in handy for you, on one of those long, cold, snowy days? 
 
 Try a new cereal in the morning, a poached egg instead of fried or a different flavor of coffee or 

tea. 
 Shift a picture or two around in your apartment. 
 Eat your lunch on a different plate, your soup from a different bowl. 
 Put another tablecloth on your dining table. 
 Shift your book collections.  You may discover a title you haven’t seen in awhile. 
 Sit at a different table at dinner.  Make a new friend. 
 Browse through a magazine or periodical that you normally wouldn’t pick up.  Perhaps you will 

see something in a new way, shift a long held (dare I say, stubborn (smile)) point of view. 
 For those of you who drive, take a different route to your destination. 
 Get a new pillow for your couch or favorite chair, or a sham for your bed pillow. 
 Try one of Cathy’s activities, i.e., drawing, mandala coloring.  It may spark something in you that 

has lain dormant. 
 Find a little plant to care for.  Maybe you always thought you didn’t have a green thumb, but 

who knows?   
 And for those of you who are a parent with family that lives at a distance, perhaps there is a part 

of you that is missing the nurturing of a little one? There is magic in helping things grow, yes? 
 
  In closing, I hope that this article has been worthy of your time.  If you need help moving a picture 
or two, or shifting some books, please ask me.  Also, by the way, my fight with addiction is not a 
secret . . . so please talk to me about it if you’re ever interested in the topic.                            Kai Winter                                                                                                                           



 OUR STORIES 
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“The secret to a rich life is to have more beginnings than endings.”  Dave Weinbaum 

   A NEW BEGINNING 
 

   Do you remember, as a child, digging a hole to China — being convinced that you could actually 
do that? My older brother and I poured intense labor into this idea for two days before abandoning 
the endeavor; we decided that we just didn’t have the right tools necessary to achieve our goal. I 
never imagined that, 50 years later, I would actually get to China. 
   In 2005, Dave and I traveled with a small group of mostly Vermonters who joined Steve Bogart, 
then owner and chef of The Single Pebble restaurant in Burlington. With its culinary emphasis, Steve 
introduced us to Chinese food and culture, as we traveled by plane and train through five regions of 
this vast country. We began our three-week exploration in Beijing, then on to the interior of China 
before reaching Guangzhou, one of China’s highly industrialized cities. 
   China has an interesting dichotomy of being communist-ruled but, in recent decades, making 
shifts to embracing capitalism. There are now over 430 million middle-class citizens and 
expectations of doubling this number by the mid 2020s. As this historically ancient culture changes, I 
wonder what has changed for the children—those who have been abandoned, either on the streets 
or left at orphanages? Remember the one-child rule? In 2013, partly due to declining birth rates, the 
government relaxed the policy to allow two children per family under certain circumstances. But, 
how much has really changed? 
   The topic of new beginnings kept triggering experiences we had while traversing this vast country. I 
returned home with two lasting impressions—both around the children. The first was of a little girl, 
maybe four years old. On our way back to the hotel after a late evening dinner, our group was 
approached by several children trying to sell us roses. This particular child began walking along 
with me when, suddenly, she fell to the ground—clutching my legs and holding tight—saying 
nothing. I knew buying a rose would not change the emotion I felt coming from her. She wanted to 
be taken away; she wanted a new beginning. The only thing I could do was take her head into my 
hands; her hair was wiry from not being washed. As quickly as she grabbed onto me, she released 
her hold when a woman walking down the street came up to us and talked sharply to her. With 
that, the scene ended as quickly as it began, but I’ll never forget her firm hold, on another 
possibility—and maybe a new beginning. 
   The second event occurred during one of our final meals before the group headed back to the 
United States. We were lunching in a private dining room at a hotel. As our food was being served, 
suddenly, four other tables in the room became occupied with couples (mostly caucasian) and their 
newly adopted children. Their ages ranged from infants up to around three years old. These 
children were all girls, as females were less favored under the one-child policy still in effect at the 
time. The excited couples were having lunch together after completing their 10-day transition stay 
before returning to their respective countries with their newly-adopted child. As I recall, only one 
couple was American. The rest were primarily Western European.  
   Throughout my life, I sometimes seized upon roads less taken but, often, chose more customary 
directions. New beginnings for these children were, initially, due to the commitments of their 
adoptive parents. Where are these children today—14 years later? Where did their new beginnings 
take them?                                                                                                                                        Renee Wahler 



OUR STORIES 
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“Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings end.”  Seneca 

   April 2004. Three crows flew in front of us as 
we drove up the long driveway to our new 
home. It seemed like a good omen, a 
welcoming. We had been up and down this 
driveway many times before while our house 
was being built but, this time, we were moving 
in. It felt different. We had just driven across 
the country from California and the moving 
van was on its way. 
   Sept 11, 2001. Our reservations to Washington 
DC and VT were canceled by the airlines. 
Having made the decision to leave California, 
our plans were to look at properties in 
Vermont. This new beginning, actually another 
new chapter in our lives together, was to live in 
the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont and be 
close to family here. When we were able to 
reschedule the trip east, we followed through 
with our plans and returned home to begin 
designing a house that my son would build. We 
were excited about the new life we were 
envisioning, after finding a property with 180 
acres of forest and grassland, a falling-down 
barn, a small milk shed, and a 1951 single wide, 
sitting on the site of the old farm house that had 
burned down in the 50s. We lived in the single 
wide during the summer months of 2002 and 
2003. We watched the progress of the house 
construction, spent time meeting our new 
neighbors, and became acquainted with the 
birds and animals that made their homes in the 
forest. 
   Year-end 2008. In four short years, we 
accomplished so many things. We restored the 
falling down barn, put in place a revitalization 
plan for the 140 acres of forest that was then 
conserved, planted trees for fruit and shade, 25 
blueberry bushes, multiple perennial gardens 
and lawn, created three vegetable garden sites, 

and rebuilt the trails through the forest. To 
support all this, a shed had to be built; it 
housed our tractor, snow blower, lawn mower, 
and gardening tools. We began to understand 
how L-shapes sprout up alongside houses in 
Vermont! All of these events created new 
beginnings, including the transition from a 
California culture into that of Vermont. 
   What we didn’t know was the new 
beginning in front of us—our next move. 
When we began to realize it was time to 
change pastures, we started our search for this 
next chapter in our lives. We are glad that we 
settled on Copley Woodlands. While it 
allowed us to remain close to the Northeast 
Kingdom and the community of friends and 
activities of the past 17 years, it has given us 
the added pleasure of expanding our 
relationships to residents here. This was a 
good decision and we shall see where this new 
adventure takes us. We shall see. . . as it is only 
just beginning.                                    Dave Wahler                                                  
 

BEGINNINGS 
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“The best is yet to be.”  Robert Browning 

OUR STORIES 

 A NEW BEGINNING 
    
   A New Beginning is an interesting topic as one could consider the start of every day as a new 
beginning, or as the Irish would say, a gift from God!  I have selected the year of 1962 as a change in 
my life and certainly what could definately be considered the start of something new.   A little 
background is required to set the stage for 1962.  In September 1961, I was an airman in the 
Connecticut Air National Guard with an Air Force classification as a cook!  To explain this whole 
situation would be a story in itself.  In September 1961, the 103rd Aircraft Control and Warning 
Squadron was activated in response to the Berlin Wall and by October 1st, we were stationed in 
Rothwesten, Germany on a former German Air Base less than three miles from the East German 
border.  Needless to say, this was a very unnerving chain of events!  The good news was that I was 
promoted to the clerk for Foodservice Section! 
   In August of 1962, our unit was deactivated and we returned to Connecticut. 
   Now, 1962 gets interesting!  Before the activation, I was the Export Shipping Manager for 
Cheeseboro-Ponds at their Clinton, Connecticut plant.  There was a law in that returning soldiers 
had the right to return to their previous employment, so I notified the Personnel Department that I 
was back.  A meeting was scheduled to discuss a new opportunity they felt I would be qualified for, 
and it would represent a significant promotion. 
   I arrived for the meeting and as per my instructions, I attempted to go directly to the Personnel 
department.  I was stopped cold by the receptionist and told that no one could enter without an ID 
card.  Now the fun started as I tried to explain my situation – that I was a returning employee and I 
had an appointment with Personnel – all to no avail!  At this point, we were both becoming quite 
aggravated and the voice level was now becoming an issue.  I then suggested that she call to confirm 
my appointment at which time she informed me that her phone was not working!  I then suggested 
that she go down to Personnel to confirm my story.  She responded that she could not because she 
felt if she left, I would leave the area while she was gone!  This attitude really got me mad and I 
started to question her qualifications and her ability to think on her own.  Other visitors were now in 
the reception area waiting for her attention and I was ready to go in with or without her approval.  
She sensed this and told me to sit down or she would have to push her emergency button which 
would trigger a response by Security.  Just then, Tom Decker, the Personnel Manager, was walking 
by, saw me, greeted me by shaking my hand and said “Come In.”  In a “stage whisper” I referred to 
the receptionist as a “bit_ _” who, from a public relations standing, was doing a poor job requiring 
immediate attention!  No need to tell you she heard every word!  Fast forward two weeks to early 
September when I started my job as the Quality Control Supervisor for the Clinton Plant.  In this job 
I had responsibility for production line quality audits and the inspection of all incoming packaging 
materials.  This second area required constant contact with vendors and consequently an almost 
daily contact with the receptionist.  All I can say is that God works in mysterious ways!  I did 
apologize for our first encounter and our relationship constantly improved, although it took her 
some time to get over my initial insensitive remark.  Not to bore you with day to day details, we 
became good friends. 
   Around mid-November, I got up the courage to ask “Jeanne” for a date, which she accepted, and a 

(Continued on page 9) 
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“The three C’s in life: choice, chance, change.  You must make the choice to take the chance 

if you want anything in life to change.”  Unknown 

wonderful relationship began!  As you can see  
why I considered 1961 a NEW BEGINNING! 
   At Easter in 1963, we became engaged and 
Jeanne left her job so we could both enjoy our 
relationship without being concerned with 
company politics and the rumor mill.  On July 
18, 1964, we were married!  We were not only 
husband and wife, but for over forty-two years 
we were best friends.  Jeannne passed away on 
March 6, 2006 and I miss her very much! 
   So 2006 became a “NEW BEGINNING!”                                                                  

Jack Clark 

Anne Parke and Annie Winter (above) and 

Joy Richards (below) checked out the wares 

at Allenholm Farm Orchard 

OUR STORIES 

APPLE BUYING 
 

   Fall is a lovely time of year for many 
activities, but a favorite is driving to the 
Champlain Islands to check on the apple 
orchard harvest.  It was happily a sunny warm 
day making for a splendid drive north. The 
Osprey nests were plentiful along the lake side 
and we called out, “There’s one” so many times 
we lost count.  It’s nice to know they have 
recovered from the pesticide scare. 
   Once in South Hero, we stopped at Hackett’s 
Apple Orchards which is known not only for 
their large variety of apples, but also their 
doughnuts as well.  The line to retrieve a dozen 
was long. 
   The next orchard, Allenholm Farm Apple 
Orchard, is also a “must stop.”  They offer some 
lovely handmade wooden boxes with beautiful 
inlays along with apple jelly, cider, reading 
materials and maps.  They also have a variety 
of petting zoo critters.  “Romeo,” the sheep was 
our friendly favorite.                         Cathy Wright                                                                

(Continued from page *) 

Joy, Annie and Anne at the petting zoo 
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“No river can return to its source, yet all rivers must have a beginning.”  Proverb 

   OVER THE RIVER AND THROUGH 
THE WOODS…TO THE HIGHLAND 

CENTER FOR THE ARTS 

 
   On a wonderful sunny late October day, six of 
us drove through rural back roads to the 
impressive Highland Center for the Arts in 
Craftsbury.  Our drive set the stage for viewing 
the most impressive exhibit “Driving the Back 
Roads: In Search of Old-Time Vermonters.”   
   One cannot live in Vermont without being 
aware of the old-time hill farms and small 
villages that defined the joys and hardships of 
well-lived lives.  We may use the word 
“hardscrabble” to express the way of life, but 
little do we know!  Thanks to Ethan Hubbard, a 
talented photographer who found his ways to 
Vermont in the 1960’s, we were able to see life 
then through different lenses.  Through a large 
collection of black and white photos 
accompanied with touching audio and written 
stories about the people and places, we saw 
former generations of Vermonters in new light. 
From barns and logging sites to front porches 
and kitchens, the characters came to life and 
made us pause, think and smile as we 
journeyed back in time to imagine their stories, 
told with real Vermont accents as simple truths 
that were their legacy.   
   Eric and I were personally touched to see 
members of two farm families captured at 
farms in Middlesex, our former home town.  
The Percy brothers have passed away, but my 
vision of them twenty-seven years ago, still 
working the fields with horse and plow is 
indelible and the ghosts of the Chase family 
keep their homestead at the base of Mt Hunger 
there for posterity to remember.  How grateful 
we can be to Ethan Hubbard for being the 
keeper of this visual history.   

ACTIVITIES 

   We truly had a memorable day that was 
enriched by our most enjoyable lunch, chatter 
and laughter shared in the Highland Center 
Café.  Whether for music, art, theater, or 
lecture, do take advantage of future trips to 
Highland Center for a day well spent. 

Donna Russo 

HALLOWEEN PARTY 
 

   The Halloween/Wine Party was a real hoot 
this year with what ended up unbeknownst to 
any of us before hand to have a religious 
theme to it.  Annie Winter and I were a “sister 
act.”  Each of us grew up in a house full of men 
and always desired a sister so we chose to 
come as nuns or “sisters.”  Also donning a 
religious note were Donna Russo and Eric 
Seidel who came as Mother Teresa and a 
priest, respectively.  Donna had grabbed the 
kitchen tablecloth and draped it over her head 
and shoulders as a beautiful head scarf and 
was very pious and Mother Teresa-ish.  But, as 
is often the case, a ghostly-ghoul, otherwise 
known as Betty LeRoy, won the best prize 
costume challenge.  Congratulations Betty!  
Now, what to wear next year?                                                                      

Cathy Wright 

This year’s costume winner ~ Betty LeRoy! 
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ACTIVITIES 

HOLIDAY SEASON 
 

   The holiday season kicked off fast this year 
with the Wassail Party held on Sunday, 
December 3rd.   Judith St. Aubin played to 
everyone’s pleasure with many people joining in 
for caroling around the piano. 
  With many helpers decorating the Copley 
Woodlands tree this year, we were all decked out 
for entertaining so many people. 
  Fortunately, we had two high school music 
groups visit us as well.  Lamoille Union High 
School’s “Tri-M Honor Society” chorus and 
Stowe High School’s “Bridging Generation” 
group. 
   Stowe Performing Arts director, Lynn 
Paparella, arranged for her talented piano 
students to present a recital for the residents and 
families.  It was a huge attraction and very well 
attended. 
   Hot on its heels the following week was 
“Voices For All Seasons,” a choral group under 
the direction of Judith St. Aubin.  These people 
can sing! Again, a huge turnout for their joyful 
performance. 
   The holidays, albeit busy, seemed to be a happy 
and beautiful one.                                 Cathy Wright 

Members of Jane Lowe’s family  
enjoyed the Wassail Party 

“No matter how hard the past is, you can always begin again.”  Buddha 

Residents and staff in their  

creative  Halloween costumes 

Tri– M Honor Society entertained  

us with Christmas Carols 

Oliver Branch , (Bette and John Bywater’s 
grandson)  a student of Lynn  Paparella, 

played the piano for us in December  
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ACTIVITIES 

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS 
 

  Mary, Queen of Scots, was Copley 
Woodlands movie destination one Friday in 
January. Four residents (Anne Parke, Nickie 
Benoze, Renee and myself) departed in the 
morning, along with our most competent 
companion, guide and driver, Cathy. We had 
time for a good Chinese lunch at the Silver 
Palace in Burlington before heading to the 
Roxy Theater to see this quite wonderful film. 
The entire outing was fun for us all. While I 
had the good fortune of sitting in the front seat 
with Cathy, my companions had the pleasure 
of vying for the very back of the bus -that quiet 
place in the van.  
    Woodland outings expand the richness of 
our lives here. They provide the opportunity, 
in different environments, for conversation, 
fun and laughter—and the chance to get to 
know each other a bit more. If Mary Queen of 
Scots comes to Stowe, try to take in this 
wonderful film—a historical drama based on 
the life of Mary (Stuart), Queen of Scots, and 
the intertwining relationship with Queen 
Elizabeth I, of England—who, subsequently, 
ordered the beheading of her cousin!                                             

Dave Wahler 

“When one door closes, another opens; but we often look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door 
that we do not see the one which has opened for us.”  Alexander Graham Bell 

Bob Neilson enjoys listening to Marian Wagner 

play the living room piano 

Renee and Dave Wahler, Joy Richards and 

 Annie Winter dining out in Danville after the 
Peacham Craft Show 

Residents are enjoying the Beginners Drawing 

Class led by Cathy Wright 

Marian and Peter Wagner looking for the         

elusive snow geese in Addison this fall 
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NATURE NOTES 

“Do not wait until the conditions are perfect to begin.  Beginning  make the conditions perfect.”  Alan Cohen 

NATURE NOTES 
 

   Getting out of my car in the back parking lot 
one fine day, I heard the familiar call of the 
Pileated Woodpecker!  Sure enough, I caught 
its dippy-doodle flight pattern and watched as 
it attached itself to a tall pine tree on the hill-
side.   
   This is a great bird, a big bird, and generally 
quite reclusive - a ghost bird (not as reclusive 
as the now extinct Ivory Billed Woodpecker 
was,) but it keeps to itself and works the baggy 
trees in the woods. 
   Resident and fellow bird watcher, Louise 
Ames, was equally excited when I told her I’d 
seen the Pileated again.  She was even more 
tickled when I told her I was naming the bird 
“Louise” after her!  We bird watchers tend to 
flock together.                                   Cathy Wright 

Pileated Woodpecker 

WINTER STORMS 

(WHO’S HAD ENOUGH?) 

Dana came up with an ingenious idea for               

cleaning the snow off cars! (A leaf blower!) 

Snowstorm pictures taken by Dave Wahler 
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NEW RESIDENTS 

   Our latest newcomers are PETER and MARIAN WAGNER, both very nice people, and their 
bundle of cuteness, dog named Bunny Wagner.  When asked what brought them here, I was told it 
was at the urging of their daughter, Heidi.  Their relationship to Oakes and Louise Ames must have 
had some effect also.  (Heidi’s in-laws.)  Marian plays the piano and we are hopeful that the 
Woodlands Warblers will soon see the light of day.                                                                    Bob Neilson 

“You are never too old to set a new goal or dream a new dream.”  C.S. Lewis 

IN MEMORIUM  

   LUCIEN LANCTOT passed away in November.  He is remembered as a quiet French Canadian 
man who spoke very limited English and who made his home here for the past year.  Due to the 
language barrier, not many of us knew him very well.  Between our limited French, Penny and I 
were usually able to figure out what he was talking about, and when we did, we always got a big 
smile from Lucien!  For those of us who did get to know him, we know that he was a hard-working 
bachelor for his entire life, a good cook who appreciated his meals here and he had a good sense of 
humor.                                                                                                                                                Gale Martin                   
 
    It was October 20, 2018 when RAMONA NUTTING lost her hold on eighty-five years of life in 
this world in order to step into her promised new life, free from pain and weariness in the company 
of the One she had followed and served for all of those eighty-five years.   
  Ramona was the one who would share both your trials and your joys.  She had an extra warm 
place in her heart for the lost and the lonely.  Her diminutive stature belied the indomitable love and 
strength that her husband and children relied on.  Her several occupations always included helping 
people, both young and older, to find what they needed.   
   It was a very good day indeed when Ramona and John came to Copley Woodlands.  They had 
watched it being built and said to each other, “That is where we are going to live.”  They did just 
that and we are grateful.                                                                                                              Anne Hancock                                                                          

(Continued on page 15) 

NEW WAIT STAFF AND UTILITY STAFF 

KAYLIE KNEELAND is a new wait staff member.  She lives in Hyde Park and is a senior at 
Lamoille Union High School where her favorite subjects are history and philosophy because she 
likes to learn about why things are the way they are.  She has one brother.  Her favorite sport to 
watch is baseball and her favorite sport to play is softball.  Her favorite food is a grilled cheese 
sandwich.  “Into The Wild” is her favorite movie.  She took this job because she said it sounded like 
fun and wouldn’t feel like a job. 

 

LOUIS ANGIONE  is another new member of our wait staff.  He lives in Morrisville and is a senior 
at Peoples Academy.  He has an older brother and an older sister.  His favorite subject in school is 
English because he enjoys reading.  His favorite movie is “The Perks of Being a Wallflower.”  
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Basketball is his favorite sport to watch and play.  His favorite food is pizza.  His personal motto is, 
“Work hard, play hard.”  He likes to travel and explore.  He took this job because his friends told 
him it was a good job and he wants us to know that he loves working here!    
 
COLE PUTVAIN lives in Hyde Park where he is a junior at GMTCC (Green Mountain Technology 
and Career Center.)  He has one brother.  English is his favorite subject because he doesn’t mind 
reading.  “Deadpool” is his favorite movie.  Basketball is his favorite sport to watch and baseball is 
his favorite sport to play.  His favorite dessert is coconut cream pie.  His personal motto is: “If you’re 
not first, you’re last.”  He enjoys hunting.  He works both as a wait staff and utlility person and says 
he likes his job and took it because it’s not too far from home. 

“Everyday is a new beginning.  Treat it that way.  Stay away from what might have been,  

and look at what can be.”  Marsha Petrie Sue 

    (Continued from page 14) 

THE POETRY GROUP 

Does noise and distraction get in your way? 

Do you long for a space to have your say? 

Is it too much to ask for less darkness, more light? 

Are moments of solitude the pathway to insight? 

   If “yes” is the answer to any of these questions, you may find the monthly meeting of the poetry 
group an opportunity for you.   
   A group of six or eight of us (complete with cookies and drink) gather each month to share favor-
ite passages of poetry.  Most prefer to read, a few prefer to write a verse or two.  Others come just to 
enjoy a quiet time of hearing others share a bit of verse.  All are welcome!   
   Anne Parke has called our attention to a new autobiography by Vermont’s former governor, 
Madeline Kunin, entitled “Coming of Age: My Journey to the Eighties,” which includes some of 
Anne’s favorite poetry.  Come join us.  You’ll be glad for the change of pace!                          Jim Grant                                                                                                                            
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“Celebrate endings—for they precede new beginnings.”  Jonathan Lockwood Huie 

POETRY CORNER 

A NEW BEGINNING 

“Something old, something new.” 

Not for brides alone to cherish 

But for those of us among the bold. 
 

In seventy years and more, 

Each of us has known changes. 

Sometimes it’s welcome, 

‘Oft times it’s not, 

But it does come ready or not! 
 

To those who embrace it, 

Change leads to new beginnings. 

For those who cannot change or will not, 

In time the spirit, then the heart, prefers the old to new. 

And soon we become unable to pursue a new beginning. 
 

It’s like when each of us moved from living independent 

To a congregate place,  

Remember how we were asked to “age in place?” 

To sell a house, to leave a home, 

Some bring a dog, some bring a cat. 

Some bring a spouse, 

Some come alone. 

Most come for family connections,  

Who are fond of saying 

“You’re not looking any younger now!” 

So all have come to stay, 

To savor tasty dinner selections. 

 

To find a table at evening dining, 

When first a newcomer, 

To learn a new face and then their name, 

Makes dinner time a guessing game. 

Private customs, unspoken “rules,” 

 

(Continued on page 17) 
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“Every morning we are born again.  What we do today matters most.”  Buddha 

(Continued from page 16) 

Table friendships now rooted, 

Leaves so little place to find a space. 

Some tables are open to all, 

To others you must await an invitation call! 

Does this call for a change, 

 For a new beginning? 
 

So, you faced the move 

Brought on by change, 

To forge a new beginning, 

Old habits, old clothing to dispose, 

 Old neighborhoods, dear friends left behind, 

To begin again, with fear at first, 

Then bravely, to fashion another of your life’s new beginnings. 
 

Jim Grant 

We all know him by his name. 

The most senior gentleman of us all. 

A modest man with a white mane, 

 A bit of fame just the same. 
 

In late afternoon you can find him in the 
lounge, 

A wee glass of white wine in his left hand, 

Or seated by the piano, when someone plays, 

To sing-along with memories so grand. 
 

You may meet him pushing his cart, 

With thoughtful face, a sonnet to write. 

For he is a poet, a published poet, 

 our poet laureate, a left-handed poet, 

With words for all to recite. 
 

When dinner time comes,  

Our poet is always at the table. 

Oft’ times his appetite comes short of his 
plate, 

And he must declare “I’m unable.” 

But, when the dessert time comes around, 

Our poet takes a fork or spoon 

In his left hand and says “Bring it on!’ 

If you look quickly, you’ll see it’s all gone. 
 

He may not hear well your voice or mine. 

The voice he hears clearly is that of poetry. 

A story heard in rhythm, cadence, 

Free verse or rhyme. 

A bit of verse spoken from his mind,  

His heart, clear as a bell. 

A turn of phrase so fine, 

Scarcely a word out of line! 
 

He may be left-handed, 

But in truth his word is a beacon, 

For those who long to write poetic verse, 

Inspiration is a gift from Bob. 

A left-handed poet who sets the mark for 
others. 

A high mark for all sisters and brothers. 

Jim Grant 

ODE TO A LEFT HANDED POET  
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   Many thanks to our contributors for this issue: Tom McKenna, Jack Clark, Renee Wahler,             

Kai Winter, Dave Wahler , Jim Grant , Anne Hancock, Betty LeRoy, Bob Neilson, Donna Russo and 

Cathy Wright.                                                                                                                                    Gale Martin 

Submitted by Renee Wahler 


